


LADY M
Length: 40.05 metres (131' 5")
Beam: 8.09 metres (26' 7")
Draft: 2.70 metres (8' 10")
Number of crew: 8
Built: 2018
Builder: Sunseeker
Flag: Isle of Man
Hull construction: GRP
Hull configuration: Planing hull

Lady M is a 2018-launched Sunseeker and one of the newest
and most specified examples of the perennially popular 131
model. 

Captain Russell’s experience and knowledge is just as evident
as his characteristic Aussie charm and good humour, and he
prides himself on making sure guests have the most successful
and memorable charter experience. 

Lady M’s stunning and unique interior décor is thanks to British
designers Vickers Design Studio which has changed many
items onboard, including raising the ceiling heights and
expanding the upper saloon to incorporate a luxury bar area.
The yacht boasts many distinct areas to socialise and relax in,
each as luxurious and well-appointed as the next. Polished
dark woods and bright whites create a sleek, modern interior,

with pops of blues giving the rooms warmth and character. 

The yacht comfortably accommodates 10 guests across five
luxury ensuite cabins. The fabulous full beam master suite is
forward on the main deck, and benefits from near floor to
ceiling windows. A stunning marble bathroom and walk in
closet complete the space. On the lower deck are two generous
VIPs and two twins that convert into doubles, each with their
own signature colour.

Chef Sam is a favourite among charter clients, thanks to his
innovative and evolving menus. His Michelin-starred
restaurant experience gives him an edge in this competitive
industry, and his focus on local flavours and fresh ingredients
always heightens the experience for the guests.

For active guests, Lady M offers a plethora of water toys,
including two PWCs, Seabobs, waterskis and wakeboards,
stand up paddle boards and a hair-raising selection of
inflatable towables! 

A top speed of 20 knots and a cruising speed of 13 ensures
guests are able to enjoy performance as well as style and see
as much of the coastline as they choose to during their charter,
all with plenty of time left to explore ashore. 

Lady M’s charter-friendly crew of 8 ensure guests’ every needs



KEY FEATURES

1 Newest 40m Sunseeker 131 on the charter market

2 Superb 8-person charter friendly crew

3 Unique interior from British design studio

4 Large range of water toys
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SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of cabins: 5
Cabin configuration: 3 Double, 2 Convertible
Bed configuration: 1 King, 2 Double, 4 Single, 2
Convertible
Number of guests sleeping: 10
Number of guests cruising: 12

EQUIPMENT
Stabilisers at anchor and underway
Approved RYA water sports centre
WiFi connection on board
Treadmill
TRX equipment
Yoga matts
Bowflex adjustabvle dumbbell set

WATERSPORTS
Williams 565 Jet tender
2 x Seadoo RXP-X 300
2 x Seabobs FS5
Anura Towable 2 person towable seat
Wakeboard
Waterskis
Snorkeling equipment
2 inflatable paddle boards
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Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


